[Effect of various sclerosing drugs on the rat esophagus].
The sclerosing effect of injections of ethoxysklerol, phenol-almondoil, and 10% NaCl-solution into the esophageal walls of 64 wistar-rats was histologically investigated after 2 days, 1 week, 3 weeks, and 4 months. Inflammatory reaction and subsequent sclerosis were of the same kind with all substances. Nevertheless ethoxysklerol showed a slight dependence on concentration. Injection of phenol-almondoil resulted in a less diffuse inflammation than the aqueous solutions. But after 4 months all cases exhibited the same patchy sclerosis despite of the solution used. Our findings and those of the literature allow the conclusion that the sclerosing effect is less dependent from the inflammation-inducing substance itself but from its concentration and localization.